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Following the February 2023 derailment of a hazardous materials freight train, residents of the small Ohio town of East Palestine began noticing alarming physical symptoms and adverse environmental effects, including burning throats and eyes and thousands of dead fish. These warning signs directly contradicted official claims of air and water safety. In the wake of the derailment, media and residents alike have repeatedly highlighted poor risk communication and public distrust towards government officials responsible for ensuring resident safety.

This Article delves into risk communications in the aftermath of the East Palestine derailment. I begin by examining how the history and geography of “railside” Rust Belt communities, including East Palestine, limit their ability to prepare for and respond to emergencies. I then scrutinize existing federal and state legislative and regulatory mechanisms governing risk communication—including the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act and the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act—examining how previously unexamined gaps in these regulations impede effective communication for railside communities. I conclude by proposing solutions to address these gaps. These solutions include increased corporate accountability, improvements in railroad labor and infrastructure conditions, and the adoption of a community-based participatory research framework for risk communication.

INTRODUCTION

On February 3, 2023, flames and smoke blotted out the night sky over the small town of East Palestine, Ohio. That evening, a 150-car Norfolk Southern freight train carrying over 100,000 gallons of vinyl chloride

---
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2 Norfolk Southern is one of the six highest-revenue (Class I) freight rail companies operating in the United States. Class I vs. Short Line & Regional Railroads, GENESSE & WYOMING, https://www.gwrr.com/freight-railroads/class-i-vs-short-line-railroads/ (last visited Sept. 30, 2023); see An Introduction to Class I Freight Railroads, RAILINC (Mar. 23, 2023), https://public.railinc.com/about-railinc/blog/introduction-class-i-freight-railroads (describing Class I railroads as those with operating revenues above an annually-readjusted threshold and listing seven Class I railroads prior to the Canadian Pacific-Kansas City Southern merger).
derailed just over the Pennsylvania border.3 This event exposed those within a radius as great as 100 miles to a known carcinogen.4 The next day, East Palestine’s mayor declared a state of emergency,5 and authorities ordered those living within one mile of the burn to evacuate and asked the remaining town residents to shelter in place.6 Nevertheless, local officials repeatedly claimed that the air and water in the town were safe.7 Two days after the derailment, while the fires still burned, the warnings escalated in urgency, advising residents to abide by the evacuation order or face potential arrest.8 Fearing an imminent explosion of one car, Ohio Governor Mike DeWine issued his first press release on the derailment,9 contradicting local officials’ previous safety declarations. On February 6, the East Palestine Unified Command, comprised of Norfolk Southern representatives as well as local, state, and federal officials, signed off on Norfolk Southern’s plan to conduct a controlled explosion of five train cars to circumvent the impending explosion.10 Officials warned all 5,000 residents of the town to shelter in place.11 Governor DeWine and Pennsylvania Governor Josh Shapiro expanded the evacuation order to include a one- by two-mile area around the derailment, taking weather patterns into account.12 This evacuation order communicated a much higher

---

6. Riess et al., supra note 3.
7. See, e.g., East Palestine Information, FACEBOOK (Feb. 4, 2023, 11:39 AM), https://www.facebook.com/EPinformation/posts/pfbid0KwajJNhRnReN8GaAVrHIXyPakAkCidUuwUerGNIq1ABFmzZHdGoxqQaoYYB3puSQI; East Palestine Information, Press Release [sic] 1:30 pm 2/4/23, FACEBOOK (Feb. 4, 2023, 2:44 PM), https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=558679672979645&set=a.302221145292167 (asserting that water is safe to drink); Columbiana County EMA, FACEBOOK (Feb. 5, 2023, 2:51 PM), https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=pfbid0wnW4mF92mFPyA46S6eQIeQ9yCyR8gjXGg7yBzi7bW9HfPnPnXAsawWY5RepSYYu&l=100064673290311 (confirming that air and water were safe following the derailment).
9. Id.
11. Riess et al., supra note 3.
sense of urgency than had previously been conveyed. Despite repeated reassurances that the air and water around the site were safe, the Governor’s office warned that those in the evacuation zone faced “grave danger of death” or “high risk of severe injury [if they remained], including skin burns and serious lung damage.”

The controlled explosion of the five derailed cars and their cargo created an imposing mushroom cloud and released phosgene gas, a chemical used as a weapon during World War I, into the atmosphere. Less than a day after this explosion, in familiar refrain, federal and state officials returned to assuring residents that nothing unsafe was detected in the air or water. Yet the fumes, which were noticeable miles from the burn site, told a different story. Just two days after the controlled explosion and five days after the initial derailment, state authorities told residents it was safe to return home.

In the midst of this ongoing disaster, many East Palestine residents grew distrustful of the government officials nominally responsible for ensuring public safety. Clear signs of adverse impacts on both humans and the environment were abundant from the start. Within days of the derailment, tens of thousands of fish and other aquatic animals were reported dead downstream. Scores of residents reported unexplained symptoms, including headaches, congestion, throat and eye irritation, bloody noses, and skin rashes. A group of Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) investigators, who had worked 18-hour days conducting door-to-door health

13. Id.
18. See, e.g., Benji Jones, What the Ohio Train Derailment Teaches Us About Poisoning Public Trust, VOX (Mar. 8, 2023, 7:00 AM), https://www.vox.com/science/23624376/east-palestine-derailment-air-quality-safety (illustrating that locals were losing trust in government officials).
surveys of residents near the derailment site, fell ill with the same symptoms a month after the fire was extinguished.21 Representatives from Norfolk Southern canceled their attendance at a town hall meeting due to “growing physical threat” from unspecified “outside parties.”22 But all the while, government officials repeatedly assured residents that, despite safety concerns rooted in personal observations and experiences, the air and water posed no threats.23 As one resident put it, “Why are people getting sick if there’s nothing in the air or water?”24

This Article does not assert that government officials deliberately lied to residents. Rather, it argues that the gap between lived experiences and official communications about the East Palestine derailment creates a frustrating feeling—real or imagined—of governmental “gaslighting.”25 and highlights the need for stronger communication about environmental risks. While several statutes and regulations aim to provide comprehensive risk communication protocols, large gaps leave towns like East Palestine uniquely vulnerable to being under- or uninformed about the hazards they face daily. This Article highlights these gaps and proposes solutions.

Part I of this Article begins by situating East Palestine as a “railside community” in America’s Rust Belt, one of many towns that are host to America’s 140,000 miles of freight rail. It discusses how railside communities face unique risks, much like the fenceline communities that abut polluting infrastructure, given the transitory and varied nature of the substances moving through them. Part II then outlines current statutes and regulations governing risk communication, arguing that glaring gaps in these laws and regulations leave towns like East Palestine severely under-protected. Finally, Part III offers a range of solutions that would better protect

21. Goodman, supra note 20. As of August 2023, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has opened an investigation into the incident but has issued no citations. News Release, U.S. Dep’t of Labor, Department of Lab., Norfolk Southern Corp., Teamsters’ Railways Union Enter Agreement to Enhance Safety at East Palestine, Ohio, Derailment Site (Aug. 9, 2023), https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/osa/oha20230809.


23. East Palestine Information, supra note 7; Columbiana County EMA, supra note 7; U.S. EPA Region 5, supra note 15; Christopher & Simonek, supra note 15.


residents of railside communities, including corporate accountability and transparency measures, labor and infrastructure improvements, and community-based participatory research frameworks.

I. AMERICA’S RUST BELT, FREIGHT RAILWAYS, AND RAILSIDE COMMUNITIES

Before examining the statutory and regulatory gaps that leave towns like East Palestine vulnerable, it is critical to understand how East Palestine’s status as a Rust Belt town and a “railside community” contributes to its vulnerability.

A. Rust Belt Vulnerability

The Rust Belt is not a strictly defined geographical area but is generally said to stretch from Upstate New York to Illinois. First known as America’s “manufacturing belt,” this area thrived in the late 19th to the mid-20th centuries as the core of the country’s automotive and steel industries. More than half of the country’s manufacturing jobs were clustered in this region in 1950, and the manufacturing industry accounted for high percentages of total employment in Rust Belt states. In Ohio, for example, manufacturing accounted for more than one-third of all employment in the state and more than 40% of male employment statewide. Many of these manufacturing jobs were likely also high-paying union jobs; while statistics for union membership by state do not appear to exist prior to 1983, the manufacturing industry has historically been one of the most unionized industries.

Over the latter half of the 20th century, as union manufacturing jobs—the backbone of the region’s economy—were automated or shipped overseas.

---

29. Id. at 5.
to lower labor costs, former manufacturing hubs struggled to stay afloat.\textsuperscript{32} The “Rust Belt” refers to these former manufacturing hubs.\textsuperscript{33} Exact characteristics may vary, but most scholars correlate Rust Belt cities and towns with declining populations and a milieu of social problems, including unemployment, poverty, and abandoned or blighted buildings.\textsuperscript{34} While every city and town within the Rust Belt has its own unique history, many scholars have outlined the deindustrialization-to-disinvestment pipeline that pervades the region.\textsuperscript{35} As localities lost well-paying, union manufacturing jobs, unemployment rates increased, property values plummeted, local tax bases dissolved, residents left, and public services and municipal funding were gutted.\textsuperscript{36}

Across the Rust Belt, this deindustrialization has a wide-reaching social ripple effect. Rust Belt communities generally face increased rates of suicide, opioid addiction, and domestic violence, as well as “loss of faith in institutions such as government.”\textsuperscript{37} Deindustrialization has also led to negative environmental impacts, as businesses abandon factories and leave them to decay for decades.\textsuperscript{38} These social and environmental issues often continue over decades, and deindustrialized Rust Belt towns become “sites of persistent struggle, creating a cycle of failure from which it is difficult to escape.”\textsuperscript{39} Consequently, Rust Belt residents are more likely to lack strong safety nets or robust public support networks.

\textsuperscript{32} Others have proposed alternate explanations for the Rust Belt’s manufacturing decline. See, e.g., JASON R. HACKWORTH, MANUFACTURING DECLINE: HOW RACISM AND THE CONSERVATIVE MOVEMENT CRUSH THE AMERICAN RUST BELT 60-61, 215 (2019) (describing how “the construction of blackness as threatening to white safety, political power, and property,” as opposed to market forces and globalization, produces urban decline through five unique modalities).


\textsuperscript{37} Russo & Linkon, supra note 35, at 152; Broz et al., supra note 36.

\textsuperscript{38} Id. at 156.

\textsuperscript{39} Id.; Shawna J. Lee et al., Racial Inequality and the Implementation of Emergency Management Laws in Economically Distressed Urban Areas, CHILD. & YOUTH SERVS. REV., Nov. 2016, at 1, 2 (“[Rust Belt areas] continue to grapple with prolonged economic stagnation and decline that stem from business loss and relocation, among other factors.”); see Broz et al., supra note 36, at 477.
Lying in the heart of America’s Rust Belt, East Palestine, Ohio has followed the same general trajectory as other Rust Belt towns in the wake of deindustrialization. Columbiana County, in which East Palestine is located, was home to a thriving agricultural industry throughout the 1800s. Extensive railroad construction across the manufacturing belt ushered in a host of new industries, including the ceramics industry. Ceramics played a significant role in spurring economic development in the East Palestine area; Columbiana County once produced half of all ceramics in North America, and W.S. George Pottery Company began operating a large pottery facility out of East Palestine in the early 1900s. However, W.S. George sold its East Palestine facility in 1955 after declaring bankruptcy, and the plant ceased operations around 1960. Since then, East Palestine has seen a stark population decline: while the country’s population has more than doubled since 1950, East Palestine’s population has shrunk by 8%. Today, the town’s median household income is almost 30% less than the state of Ohio’s, but in 1950, East Palestine’s median family income was on par with the state’s.

40. Historical Sketch of Columbiana County, COLUMBIANA CNTY, http://www.columbianacounty.org/history (last visited May 1, 2023) [hereinafter Historical Sketch].
41. Id.
43. East Palestine, EAST PALESTINE AREA CHAMBER OF COM., https://www.eastpalestinechamber.com/east-palestine (hover over top right photo in array) (last visited May 1, 2023). East Palestine was also home to a notable tire and rubber factory, but there appears to be limited information on it, indicating it was not as prominent or long-lasting as the pottery, id.
48. U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, supra note 47.
Rust Belt communities have also gravitated towards a conservative brand of populism in the wake of deindustrialization. Politicians like former President Donald Trump and Ohio Senator J.D. Vance, who often preach anti-globalization, won handily in rural Ohio counties like Columbiana County. Urban planning scholar and Ohioan Jason Hackworth attributes these conservative successes to a powerful “narrative of loss” that appeals to white residents of deindustrialized areas. This narrative speaks to residents’ “perceived loss of privilege—the notion that one’s individual or group position has been undermined by social change,” such as more supportive social policies and racial justice. Politicians also exploited the stark differences between the rural and urban Rust Belt—the racial divide between the regions’ urban and rural areas is greater than any other area in the country—to bolster support in rural Rust Belt areas. This brand of politics exacerbates the pre-existing disadvantages of Rust Belt residents. Not only has previous disinvestment left residents with inadequate support, but their current political representation means that they are less likely to have social safety nets or strong environmental protections, policies which would help better protect residents.

Because of the vicious, post-industrial feedback loop in which East Palestine and other Rust Belt towns are stuck, their residents are often disproportionately vulnerable and ill-prepared to respond to emergencies.

B. Freight Trains and Railside Communities

The Rust Belt is also the hub of America’s rail infrastructure. The concentrated networks of tracks through northern Midwest and mid-Atlantic states are remnants of a bygone era in which both people and goods were primarily transported by rail. Chicago, Illinois, located in the Rust Belt, is the nation’s largest rail hub, and mid-Atlantic Rust Belt state Pennsylvania

52. HACKWORTH, supra note 32, at 23.
53. Id.
54. Id. at 29.
hosts more operating railroads than any other U.S. state. The state of Ohio is home to the fourth-most extensive rail network in the country. This fact is even more impressive considering how much smaller Ohio is than other, higher-ranked states such as Illinois and Texas.

In addition to being concentrated in the country’s Rust Belt, American rail infrastructure is disproportionately concentrated in rural areas. Of the 140,000 total freight train miles in the country, 104,315 of these—just about three-quarters—run through rural areas. Thus, freight trains disproportionately run through rural Rust Belt communities like East Palestine, the same towns most likely facing disinvestment and the erosion of social safety nets. The sociopolitical context of these towns means that, when rail emergencies like derailments of trains carrying hazardous materials do occur, the surrounding communities are particularly ill-equipped to respond.

To better understand the East Palestine incident, it is also necessary to examine the phenomenon of freight trains carrying hazardous materials. Trains transporting hazardous materials, also known as “hazmat trains,” are common—freight trains move more than two million carloads of hazardous chemicals every year. However, this fact would not be obvious to a layperson, even someone who lived right next to the tracks. Rail operators are not required to report what they are transporting to either the public or authorities at any level of government. Even cargo information provided to the rail crews operating the trains may not be accurate; one inspection of


58. ASS’N OF AM. R.R.S., supra note 57.

59. Id.


Minnesotan railroads noted that, over a three-year period, one in five hazardous material train manifests were inaccurate.63 Towns like East Palestine that host freight railways also face unique risks because of their status as railside communities. I use the term “railside communities” as the freight rail equivalent of “fenceline communities,” which are towns that abut stationary polluting facilities such as manufacturing plants and other industrial projects.64 Fenceline communities face day-to-day nuisances and health threats from nearby facilities, as well as heightened risk in instances of chemical releases or other emergencies due to their proximity to the source.65 While railside communities likely face lower levels of ongoing, baseline nuisances and health effects, they are significantly more vulnerable than fenceline communities in the event of chemical releases. Unlike fenceline communities, which face constant dangers from known threats, railside communities do not know where or when an emergency may occur or what substances may be involved. The unpredictable nature of these threats leaves railside communities at a major disadvantage in emergency planning and response compared to fenceline communities.66

Thus, towns like East Palestine have multiple intersecting vulnerabilities rooted in their history, politics, and locations. These communities are uniquely vulnerable to poor risk communication and inadequate crisis response in the event of transportation-related chemical releases. Because of these disadvantages, clear public risk communication standards are critical to railside communities like East Palestine. Strong risk communication policies have the power to mitigate the disadvantages faced by Rust Belt and railside communities, empowering them with the information needed to respond to emergencies appropriately and keep themselves safe.

63. Dan Gunderson, Mystery Trains: Crews, Communities in the Dark on Chemical Cargo, MINN. PUB. RADIO (Sept. 23, 2014, 9:00 PM), https://www.mprnews.org/story/2014/09/23/trains-haul-undocumented-hazardous-chemicals. These inaccuracies are largely due to computer glitches that allow undocumented train cars to travel for miles before the manifest is corrected, id.


65. O’Rourke & Macey, supra note 64.

66. I do not aim to minimize the risks that fenceline communities are subjected to on a daily basis. The threats to both fenceline communities and railside communities are serious, and one is not inherently less significant or urgent than the other. And, of course, fenceline communities and railside communities are not mutually exclusive and often overlap; many communities face intersecting threats from both stationary and mobile sources. However, the labels of “fenceline” and “railside” refer to threats of inherently different natures with their own unique impacts.
II. RISK COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS

A. Federal Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act

Perhaps the best-known and most expansive risk communication statute is the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA). Congress enacted EPCRA largely in response to the 1984 Bhopal disaster, in which 600,000 people were exposed to poisonous gases released from a pesticide plant in Bhopal, India. Lack of knowledge and preparation among residents, first responders, and medical staff intensified the tragedy. EPCRA requires sweeping disclosure and planning measures intended to help communities plan for and adequately respond to emergencies. The statute establishes and specifies the composition of state emergency planning commissions (SERCs), planning districts, and local committees; mandates that local emergency planning committees (LEPCs) prepare publicly available emergency response plans in line with statutory requirements; and outlines emergency notification requirements. Crucially, EPCRA ensures that emergency information is transmitted to the public. LEPCs are the primary emergency planning entity responsible for risk communication to the public. The law requires that emergency plans formulated by LEPCs include “[p]rocedures providing reliable, effective, and timely notification” to the public that a release has occurred.

While EPCRA is a powerful planning tool that ensures swift communication to affected residents in most emergency circumstances, it fails to help railside communities. Most of the statute’s emergency planning and community right-to-know provisions apply only to releases of substances

---

72. Id. §§ 11003, 11044(a).
73. Id. § 11004.
74. Id. § 11003(c)(4).
75. Id.
from stationary “facilities,” not mobile “rolling stock.” Only for the purposes of § 11004, the emergency notification section, does the term “facility” include “rolling stock.” Indeed, one of the final sections of EPCRA, § 11047, provides an explicit exemption for transportation: “Except as provided in [§] 11004 of this title, this chapter does not apply to the transportation . . . of any substance or chemical subject to the requirements of this chapter . . . .” In other words, EPCRA’s only effect on rail carriers is its mandate of emergency notifications under § 11004.

For stationary sources, EPCRA outlines a comprehensive emergency notification scheme: both the community emergency coordinator for the affected LEPCs and the relevant SERCs should receive notice “immediately after the release” of a covered substance. EPCRA § 11004 provides a long list of requirements for the content of the notification. These requirements include the chemical names or identities of substances involved, the amount and duration of the release, associated health risks, and proper precautions. EPCRA also provides additional requirements should the release impact source waters of a community water system. Finally, this section mandates written follow-up after the initial notification describing response measures taken, known or anticipated health risks, and medical advice for individuals exposed to the substance.

For mobile sources, though, these notification requirements are significantly reduced. When reporting a release from a mobile source, like a freight train, an owner or operator of a mobile source may achieve full compliance with EPCRA by simply dialing 911. This requirement erases the direct chain of information from the train operator through the LEPC to the community; unlike their obligations with respect to stationary sources, 911 operators are under no mandate to share information about mobile source releases with a community coordinator. Furthermore, the written follow-up required after releases from stationary sources under § 11004(c) does not

76. Id. § 11049(4) (defining “facility” as “all buildings, equipment, structures, and other stationary items which are located on a single site or on contiguous or adjacent sites”) (emphasis added).
77. Id.
78. Id. § 11047.
79. Id. § 11004(b)(1).
80. Id. § 11004(b)(2).
81. Id. § 11004(e).
82. Id. § 11004(c).
83. See id. § 11004(b)(2) (“With respect to transportation of a substance subject to the requirements of this section, or storage incident to such transportation, the notice requirements of this section with respect to a release shall be satisfied by dialing 911 or, in the absence of a 911 emergency telephone number, calling the operator.”).
apply to releases from sources in transit; rather, one initial 911 call satisfies all EPCRA reporting requirements. 84

To see how significantly this exception impacts communities, contrast the East Palestine derailment with what would happen if vinyl chloride were released from a stationary source. Vinyl chloride is a hazardous chemical. 85

Release of more than one pound of this chemical triggers notice requirements under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA or Superfund), the primary statute governing response to releases of hazardous substances. 86 Therefore, under EPCRA § 11004(a)(3), if the same amount of vinyl chloride (1.1 million pounds 87) were released from a stationary source, the owner or operator of the facility would be required to notify (1) the area’s local emergency coordinator, and (2) the SERC for any areas and states likely to be affected by the release. 88 As previously explained, the information about this release would be disseminated to the public via the local emergency coordinator and the LEPC. 89 Further, the facility’s owner or operator would be required to provide a written follow-up emergency notice containing information on response and containment measures, health risks, and medical advice. 90 However, in the case of the East Palestine derailment, the train crew was required only to make one initial 911 call. 91 That call is the extent of the obligations of any person or entity under EPCRA in the case of that derailment.

Because EPCRA largely does not apply to mobile sources, including hazmat trains, and provides very few release disclosure requirements for releases from those sources, railside communities that host freight railways are in a uniquely precarious position.

86. See infra Section II(B).
89. Id. § 11003(c)(4).
90. Id. § 11004(c).
91. While § 11004(2) does ostensibly provide requirements for information that must be provided in this call, the regulations clarify that this information is just to be provided “to the extent known” and so long as providing it will not cause a delay in response.
B. The National Contingency Plan and Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act

Another provision relevant to releases of hazardous materials is the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan (National Contingency Plan or NCP), which implements CERCLA. The NCP “provide[s] the organizational structure and procedures for preparing for and responding to discharges of oil and releases of hazardous substances, pollutants, and contaminants” as required by CERCLA. These laws and regulations together carefully outline preparation and response procedures for responding to releases of hazardous substances. However, neither the NCP nor CERCLA adequately fill the gaps left by EPCRA.

First, while the NCP contains a section on “public information and community relations,” this section is largely aspirational and has very little in the way of binding requirements. The only community relations requirements are contained in sections on “removal action,” “remedial investigation/feasibility study and selection of remedy,” and “remedial design/remedial action, operation[,] and maintenance.” As the titles of these sections indicate, these regulations prescribe community relations procedures to be taken during the investigation of a chemical release and remedial actions to be taken in response to a chemical release. Additionally, under the NCP, “community relations” refers to the “EPA’s program to inform and encourage public participation in the Superfund process and to respond to community concerns.” In other words, the NCP only regulates communication to the public undertaken in the course of the Superfund process, during the investigation and cleanup of a polluted site. The regulations do not contemplate public communications in the immediate aftermath of a release before a formal investigation begins.

CERCLA is similar to the NCP in its focus. Like its implementing regulations, CERCLA legislates the actual cleanup of hazardous waste sites and hazardous substance releases. Its notification section requires any

93. Id.
94. See id. § 300.155.
95. Id. § 300.415.
96. Id. § 300.430.
97. Id. § 300.435. Other sections—§ 300.815 (“Administrative record file for a remedial action”), § 300.820 (“Administrative record file for a removal action”), and § 300.425(c) (“Deletion from the NPL”)—describe notice and comment requirements for such actions; however, these sections are not relevant to the issue of proactive risk communications from the government in the immediate aftermath of a release.
98. Id. § 300.5.
person in charge of a vessel or facility to immediately notify the National Response Center (NRC) of a release of a hazardous substance covered by CERCLA as soon as they have knowledge of such a release.\footnote{42 U.S.C. § 9603(a); see 40 C.F.R. § 302.6 (implementing regulations for the same section).} Unlike EPCRA, “facility” as used in CERCLA includes mobile facilities, such as rolling stock,\footnote{42 U.S.C. § 9601(9).} so this section applies to freight rail operators.

As discussed above, any release of more than one pound of vinyl chloride is reportable under CERCLA.\footnote{40 C.F.R. § 302.4 tbl. 302.4.} The East Palestine derailment released 1.1 million pounds of vinyl chloride.\footnote{Duer, supra note 87.} Therefore, in addition to calling 911 to satisfy EPCRA reporting requirements, Norfolk Southern or the train’s crew were required to—and did—immediately call the NRC to satisfy CERCLA requirements.\footnote{Investigation of public U.S. Coast Guard records of NRC calls indicates that, as required by CERCLA, the East Palestine derailment was reported soon after it occurred. The NRC log shows the relevant call coming in at 8:55 PM, just one minute after the derailment occurred. U.S. COAST GUARD: NAT’L RESPONSE CTR., https://nrc.uscg.mil/Default.aspx (last visited May 4, 2023) (click “2023 Reports” to download call log; open the spreadsheet and click on the “INCIDENT_COMMONS” sheet; navigate to call number 1359227 in row 2085). However, the caller did not have critical information about the amount and type of hazardous materials released that would have guided the response: the log states, “Because of this incident there is a potential for an unknown hazardous material to release onto the ground. The amount of material that has the potential to release is unknown at this time,” id. (capitalization removed).}

While notifying the NRC of a release is a critical step in responding to chemical emergencies, it does little to inform the public of risks they may face. Once notified, the NRC’s duty is to notify the area’s designated On-Scene Coordinator (OSC),\footnote{National Response Center, U.S. EPA (Oct. 31, 2022), https://www.epa.gov/emergency-response/national-response-center.} who plays a central role in coordinating, directing, and reviewing release response efforts.\footnote{40 C.F.R. § 300.120(a), (e).} Consistent with CERCLA and the NCP’s focus on responding to and cleaning up chemical releases, regulation of OSCs primarily governs their roles as first responder coordinators. Unlike EPCRA’s community emergency coordinators, OSCs are not liaisons to the community. Only one vague communication requirement applies to OSCs: “OSC’s . . . should ensure that all appropriate public and private interests are kept informed and that their concerns are considered throughout a response, to the extent practicable . . . .”\footnote{Id. § 300.135(n).} The regulation continues that OSCs should aim to keep interested parties informed in accordance with § 300.155 of the NCP, the same section of aspirational, non-binding communications recommendations discussed earlier in this section.\footnote{Id.; see id. § 300.155.} Thus, while CERCLA does impose further
notification requirements on the government, there is no provision within existing law that provides a direct pathway for the public to receive this communication promptly.

C. Hazardous Materials Transportation Act

The United States Department of Transportation (DOT) estimates that about one million shipments of hazardous materials are made by land, water, and air every day. 109 With such a high number of harmful substances moving throughout the country on a daily basis, an entirely different, comprehensive statutory and regulatory scheme governs. When transporting hazardous materials, as opposed to storing them in stationary facilities, the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA) governs safety and emergency response. 110 Congress passed this law in 1974 in response to the previous patchwork of state and federal statutes, as well as regulations spread across multiple agencies, that inadequately addressed the risks inherent to transporting hazardous materials. 111 The HMTA’s stated purpose is “to protect against the risks to life, property, and the environment that are inherent in the transportation of hazardous material.” 112

The HMTA contains some statutory requirements, though its “bite” is in the regulations promulgated in response to the enactment of the HMTA by the Secretary of Transportation. 113 The HMTA authorizes the Secretary to issue “regulations for the safe transportation, including security, of hazardous material in intrastate, interstate, and foreign commerce.” 114 Because the statute focuses more on the transportation of goods and less on

---

112. 49 U.S.C. § 5101
113. See John Levin, The Transportation of Hazardous Materials by Rail: A Recommendation for Reform, 22 TRANSP. L.J. 41, 44 (1994) (“While HMTA contains a number of specific provisions . . . the emphasis in the Act is on the promulgation of regulations.”) (citations omitted).
communication with the public, providing for emergency communication is arguably outside the HMTA’s scope.

The regulations implementing the HMTA do include one requirement for communicating incidents involving hazardous materials in transit. However, this requirement is extremely minimal and limited to one sentence: “When an incident involving hazardous material being transported in commerce occurs, the person transporting the material, immediately on request of appropriate emergency response authorities, shall disclose to the authorities information about the material.” In other words, the HMTA does not fill the gap left by EPCRA. A rail carrier could fulfill all federal communication requirements simply by making two calls, one to 911 and one to the NRC, and by providing information to authorities about the materials being transported if asked. None of the laws and regulations discussed, including the HMTA, ensure that information communicated by an owner or operator of a mobile source is passed on to the community.

Finally, the regulations also require that “emergency response information”—including immediate health hazards, precautions to be taken, and response methods for fires and spills—be included on shipping papers or similar documents that are immediately accessible to train crews. However, as discussed previously, shipping papers may not always be accurate for a given train, even one carrying hazardous materials. Therefore, while this regulation could be a strong requirement that increases safety and emergency response capacity, it may be limited in practice.

D. Ohio Emergency Planning Laws

At first glance, Ohio’s emergency planning laws may seem more protective than federal law. The Ohio statute’s definition of “facility” mirrors that of EPCRA: for the purpose of notice requirements only, the Ohio statute, like EPCRA, defines “facility” to include rolling stock and other mobile

115. Others have noted that the HMTA is also lacking in communication requirements for the workers transporting hazardous materials. See, e.g., Alan E. Seneczko, The Right-to-Know and the Trucking Industry: Regulating Regulations, 14 TRANSP. L.J. 347, 369–70 (1986) (“Clearly, the DOT has exercised its regulative authority as applied to the transportation of hazardous materials and the regulations it has promulgated in this regard have numerous ‘communicative’ aspects. . . . [However,] questions also arise whether [hazmat] drivers themselves are entitled to additional information about the materials they transport.”).
116. See id. (“[The HMTA’s] original intent was not that of hazardous communication to employees, but rather, ensuring the safe passage of hazardous materials through commerce.”).
117. 49 U.S.C. § 5110(c).
118. Id.
119. 49 C.F.R. § 172.602.
sources. However, the Ohio statute requires owners or operators of facilities from which a release occurs to immediately notify any relevant community emergency coordinator, fire department, and environmental protection officials. This standard appears more protective than EPCRA because it requires immediate notification not only to 911, but also directly to the community emergency coordinator and environmental protection officials.

Upon further investigation, though, the responsibilities of transportation operators are significantly less than they appear. The state regulations require notification only to the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency’s (Ohio EPA) emergency response unit and 911. Like the NRC, which receives notification under CERCLA if a reportable hazardous chemical is released, Ohio EPA’s emergency response unit will contact its own state-level OSC if an immediate response is necessary. Like federal OSCs, state-level OSCs are “available to help first responders address” events like chemical spills and do not serve a public communications role. While operators “may” immediately notify the relevant community emergency coordinator, they are not in fact required to. Therefore, the same massive gap plagues Ohio risk communication regulations and federal regulations: no requirement exists to ensure that information about an emergency is promptly communicated to the public.

It is also unlikely that this difference in state law is, as a practical matter, any more protective than the federal regulations. Given the interstate nature of freight trains, train crews may not necessarily be familiar with each state’s emergency management laws. As Ohio EPA’s own manual states, “[t]ransportation accidents (rail, commercial vehicle, barge, etc.) frequently involve operators who may not be familiar with Ohio’s spill reporting requirements or may be incapacitated.” Because of state-to-state differences in emergency notification laws, having a more protective state law only does so much. Once the federal government raises the bar for risk

120. Compare Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 3750.01(D) (including rolling stock under the definition of “facility” only for the purpose of § 3750.06, “Notice of release of hazardous substance”), with 42 U.S.C. § 11049(4) (including rolling stock under the definition of “facility” only for the purpose of § 11004, “Emergency notification”).
121. Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 3750.06(C).
125. Id.; cf. 2004 Op. Ohio Att’y Gen. No. 2004-039, at 2-356 (explaining that an owner or operator of a motor vehicle or airplane that has an accident resulting in the release of a hazardous substance “is not required to provide immediate verbal notice directly to the local emergency planning district”).
126. Ohio Env’t Prot. Agency, supra note 123.
communications, however, owners and operators may be more likely to consistently comply.

Still, the slightly higher degree of communication required under Ohio’s state regulations is a positive step. Ohio’s notice provision requires spills to be reported to Ohio EPA’s 24-hour emergency response office, which may increase first responders’ efficiency and effectiveness. Furthermore, the Ohio statutes and regulations significantly depart from EPCRA in follow-up requirements. While EPCRA does not require owners or operators of mobile sources to submit written follow-up after releases, Ohio’s regulations do. The state regulations require written follow-up to both Ohio EPA and the relevant LEPC district’s community emergency coordinator. Providing this report to the community emergency coordinator creates a direct pipeline for information to flow from a mobile source’s owner or operator to residents of the affected community. However, the requirement does not address the issue of providing risk communications in the immediate aftermath of a release. Instead, it requires follow-up “[a]s soon as practicable but no later than thirty days after the release.” Therefore, there is still a great need for stronger risk communication regulations to better protect railside communities immediately following a release.

Even if every person, corporation, and agency abided fully by every state and federal risk communication protocol, the residents of East Palestine and its surrounding areas would still not have been adequately informed. Major gaps in current risk communication law require a variety of solutions to better protect the public.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

This Part discusses three varied solutions that would help remedy this communication gap and increase railside communities’ capacity to prepare for and respond to chemical releases. These solutions address a range of issues, including corporate transparency, labor and infrastructure, and testing frameworks, recognizing that there is no one entity that failed East Palestine. A multiplicity of problems compounded to create the disaster; therefore, to

128. OHIO ADMIN. CODE 3750-25-25(A)(2)(a); see OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3750.06(D); cf. 2004 Op. Ohio Att’y Gen. No. 2004-039, at 2-356 (explaining that an owner or operator of a motor vehicle or airplane that has an accident resulting in the release of a hazardous substance is still required to “provide both Ohio EPA and the committee of the local emergency planning district with a written follow-up emergency notice”).
129. OHIO ADMIN. CODE 3750-25-25(A)(2)(a); see OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3750.06(D) (mandating that the owner or operator of a facility or vessel from which a statutory release occurred shall submit follow-up emergency notice of the release within 30 days).
address the communications issues in East Palestine and other railside communities, it is necessary to implement a multiplicity of solutions.

A. Increasing Corporate Transparency and Accountability

Governments on all levels should be doing more to provide proactive risk communications to the communities they serve. At the same time, though, governments themselves can suffer from communication gaps with rail companies due to the lack of mandatory reporting requirements. Although stronger public risk communication regulations are needed to serve railside communities, so too are stronger industry regulations needed to ensure transparency and proactive communications from railroad corporations like Norfolk Southern.

While this Article focuses on risk communication and response from public entities, Norfolk Southern played a large role in the bungled immediate response, according to Ohio EPA Director Anne Vogel and Beaver County, Pennsylvania Emergency Management Director Eric Brewer. Even in the face of its own faults, the company has not committed to supporting more stringent railroad safety standards or providing long-term restitution and assistance to residents affected by the derailment. Clearly, public pressure is insufficient to compel railroad companies like Norfolk Southern to take the steps necessary to prevent similar disasters and improve response going forward. Therefore, government intervention is necessary.

One bill has already been introduced in the United States Senate to demand greater communication from railroad companies. The Railway Safety Act of 2023, introduced on March 1, 2023 by a bipartisan alliance of conservative and progressive senators, seeks to “enhance safety requirements for trains transporting hazardous materials.” At the time of


131. Stephen Groves & Josh Funk, Railroad CEO “Sorry,” but Avoids Specifics at Senate Hearing, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Mar. 9, 2023, 5:32 PM), https://apnews.com/article/ohio-train-derailment-ceo-norfolk-southern-railroad-c709db3c9945a35c8b92b99e2ba82b2e; see Committee Hearing, supra note 10 (statement of Alan Shaw, President and CEO, Norfolk Southern Corporation) (failing to commit to better safety standards or long-term restitution for residents).


133. Railway Safety Act of 2023, S. 576, 118th Cong. (2023). Importantly, the DOT has also taken action in the wake of the derailment. In June 2023, it published a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking proposing to “require all railroads to generate in electronic form, maintain, and provide to first responders,
writing, an amended version of the Railway Safety Act has passed the Senate’s Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation and is awaiting a Senate floor vote before moving on to the House of Representatives, where a companion bill has been filed. The Senate Bill remains stalled due in no small part to the rail industry’s lobbying efforts.

The Railway Safety Act aims to address the exact communications gap experienced in East Palestine. It would require rail carriers to “generate accurate, real-time, and electronic train consist information” and provide “commodity flow reports” for hazardous materials to each state’s SERC, reporting, among other facts, a weekly estimate of the number of hazmat trains traveling through each county, the type of hazardous materials transported, and applicable emergency response information. These provisions together could help mitigate the risk created by EPCRA’s transportation exemption by requiring communication between hazmat train operators and the emergency officials designated under EPCRA.

Whether the SERC must pass this information to the relevant LEPC or to the public would depend on the exact rules promulgated by the Secretary of Transportation under this Act. Nevertheless, requiring rail carriers to ensure the availability of train consist information and to provide SERCs with advance notice and information about the hazardous materials moving through their states has the power to make a significant difference in the level of emergency preparedness. Specifically, in the event of an emergency, these provisions would significantly improve the effectiveness and safety of local first responders and the broader community.

emergency response officials, and law enforcement personnel, certain information regarding hazardous materials in rail transportation to enhance emergency response and investigative efforts.” Hazardous Materials: FAST Act Requirements for Real-Time Train Consist Information, 88 Fed. Reg. 41541 (June 27, 2023). At the time of this writing, the public comment period has closed, and the DOT has yet to promulgate a final rule.


Still, the Act could create even stronger emergency preparedness if it required additional, proactive notification to the impacted LEPCs. To ensure communities are as well-equipped with information as possible, the Secretary should explicitly require the information to be passed directly to the relevant LEPCs in any rule they put forth. As discussed, EPCRA requires releases from stationary facilities to be immediately reported to all relevant SERCs and LEPCs, and mobile sources should be treated no differently. LEPCs are responsible for communication with the public. Promptly providing information to both SERCs and LEPCs, rather than solely SERCs, will ensure that LEPCs have the information needed to respond promptly and effectively to chemical emergencies and communicate risks to the public.

B. Fixing Rail Infrastructure and Labor Issues

The NTSB has zeroed in on a mechanical issue—an overheated wheel bearing—as the ultimate cause of the train’s derailment.137 Among trains that derail while moving faster than 25 miles per hour, bearing failures are the second most common cause of derailment.138 Other infrastructure issues, including broken rails and wheels, rank first and third, respectively.139 Clearly, rail infrastructure improvements would go a long way to prevent hazmat trains from derailing in the first place. But these mechanical failures are also inextricably tied to the labor issues in the railway industry.

With the introduction of Precision-Scheduled Railroading (PSR) among U.S.-based rail carriers in the late 2010s, railroads are running longer trains with significantly fewer staff.140 These personnel cuts include a 26.7% reduction in train operating crews and an astonishing 39.8% reduction in equipment maintenance workers across Class I rail carriers, including Norfolk Southern.141 These cuts have a direct impact on railway safety: decreased numbers of maintenance employees, combined with a PSR-driven “focus on moving trains out of yards as quickly as possible,” have led to deferred maintenance.142 PSR has also led to rushed train inspections. Clyde
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Whittaker, Ohio State Legislative Director of the Transportation Division of the union SMART, covering sheet metal, air, rail, and transportation workers, explains, “[Brotherhood of Railway] Carmen were inspecting cars about three minutes per car. That’s always been the industry standard. Now it’s ninety seconds per car.” It is not difficult to imagine how deferred maintenance and shorter inspections can lead to more prevalent mechanical failures similar to the one that derailed the train in East Palestine.

The Railway Safety Act also aims to address these labor and maintenance concerns. The bill mandates that “[n]o railroad may limit the time required for an employee to complete a railcar, locomotive, or brake inspection,” an addition that aims to directly remedy the issue of rushed inspections. Additionally, § 107 of the bill—known as the Safe Freight Act of 2023—would require a minimum crew size of two (one certified conductor and one certified engineer). While the East Palestine train had three crew members, many Class I trains operate with only one crew member.

While some studies have noted that there is no evidence indicating that operating trains with two-person crews as opposed to one-person crews inherently increases safety, mandating two-person crews “ensur[es] that sufficient, well-trained railroad staff are available for safe operation and response in the aftermath of any derailment,” bolstering “safety margins and redundancies.”

One other significant issue exacerbated by PSR is increasingly long freight trains. Longer trains can increase stress on car couplings and tracks, aggravating pre-existing deficiencies and potentially leading to

148. Id. at 67.
derailments.\textsuperscript{150} Longer trains also take longer to stop because each individual railcar receives braking signals sequentially.\textsuperscript{151} Therefore, brake signals take longer to travel from the lead locomotive to the last car, a delay that rail workers say could also lead to derailments.\textsuperscript{152}

In East Palestine, there is no official evidence or statement regarding the impact of the train’s length—almost two miles\textsuperscript{153}—on its derailment; however, some believe that the effects of the derailment could have been mitigated by running a shorter or lighter train.\textsuperscript{154} Reports show that crews began decelerating the train as soon as a defect detector known as a “hotbox detector” (also known as a “hot bearing detector” or HBD) transmitted a “critical audible alarm message” due to the overheated bearing on the train.\textsuperscript{155} However, by the time the train came to a full stop, it had already partially derailed.\textsuperscript{156} The train had been traveling below the maximum allowable speed,\textsuperscript{157} indicating that another factor, such as its length or weight, prevented the train from being able to stop before derailing.

Finally, while infrastructure breakdowns such as bearing failures continue to be the leading cause of derailments in freight trains traveling over 25 miles per hour,\textsuperscript{158} increasing the frequency of HBDs on tracks and standardizing the temperatures at which action is required may help prevent derailments. HBDs are placed on rail tracks at differing intervals and are designed to measure the temperature of a train’s bearings as it passes through, sending alarms to the train crew only if a bearing’s temperature reads over a certain pre-designated threshold.\textsuperscript{159} Currently, the DOT does not regulate HBDs; instead, each individual railroad company creates its own standards for how often they should be placed and at what temperatures crews must slow or stop the train for inspection.\textsuperscript{160} On Norfolk Southern’s lines, the
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average distance between HBDs is 13.9 miles, and the company requires that crews stop and inspect cars when bearings are between 170°F and 200°F above ambient temperature—temperatures that are designated “non-critical.”

The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) notes that the East Palestine train passed three HBDs before derailing. The first recorded the defective bearing at 38°F above ambient. The second, about 10 miles later, recorded the bearing’s temperature at 103°F above ambient. The third, almost 20 miles later, recorded the bearing’s temperature at 253°F above ambient, significantly hotter than the top of the non-critical temperature range and enough to trigger an alarm instructing the crew to stop. In the 20-mile gap between the second and third HBDs, the bearing temperature skyrocketed 150°F from a safe temperature to a “critical” temperature. Had there been more frequent HBDs, the crew could have received warning with enough time to stop the train before the derailment.

This lack of HBDs is yet another issue that the Railway Safety Act aims to address. The Act would require Class I rail carriers to develop and submit wayside defect detector network plans. The original version of the bill would have mandated HBDs every 10 miles, a safety measure that may have prevented the East Palestine derailment. In its current form, the bill would require HBDs at intervals ranging from 10 to 20 miles, depending on the presence of other types of detectors and whether the train is traveling into an urban area. This standard is not as protective as the one originally proposed, and may in practice make little difference given the average distance between HBDs on Norfolk Southern’s tracks, for example. Nevertheless, a willingness to regulate HBDs at all represents a step forward that could help address the root cause of derailments and prevent them from occurring in the first place.

C. Implementing Community-Informed Risk Communications

One final strategy that risk communicators can immediately implement to improve ongoing risk communication in East Palestine is the framework
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of community-based participatory research (CBPR). CBPR’s aim is to incorporate community members in the research process, making them “equal partner[s]” with scientists. The growing interest in CBPR was borne out of a response to traditional, extractive scientific research in which outsider scientists enter a community, collect data without community direction, and use the data solely for their own purposes. The CBPR framework recognizes that community members should be research participants and partners, rather than mere subjects, and that members have a valuable “store of first-hand experience and knowledge that is important, relevant, and can challenge scientific expertise.” Community members bring valuable perspectives as the people “whose health, lives, livelihood, and culture are affected” by the consequences of risk communication. It is essential that the residents of East Palestine and surrounding towns are partners in risk assessment and communication.

CBPR has great potential to increase trust between government officials and the public. If community members do not trust the research behind health knowledge, “they question the validity” of that knowledge. By allowing community members to help guide the research process, government officials can “overcome a history of community distrust.” Additionally, residents can “gain confidence and a greater sense of legitimacy by seeing their experiences and views embedded in a scientific process in which they participated.”

In East Palestine, there is clearly distrust that needs to be mended and trust that needs to be earned. Many residents feel that their legitimate health concerns and observations are being ignored, and that they cannot trust the repeated assertions from all levels of government that the air and water are safe. Simply listening to and respecting the lived experiences of these community members is an essential first step towards effective risk communication.
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communication.Officials should of course produce research that responds to governmental concerns, such as whether levels of individual hazardous chemicals in the atmosphere violate existing environmental regulations. But officials should also conduct research that “respond[s] most directly to the concerns of exposed communities,” such as the symptoms residents have experienced since the derailment and the lingering chemical stenches. This kind of fluid risk assessment and communication may take longer than traditional frameworks, but it will ultimately produce better results for and relationships with communities.

CONCLUSION

In this Article, I have outlined how Rust Belt, railside communities like East Palestine, Ohio are uniquely vulnerable to crises like the East Palestine train derailment. Due to gaps in risk communication laws and regulations, these communities are also at a greater risk of being under- or uninformed when emergencies occur. We must hold railroad companies accountable by requiring hazardous materials transportation disclosure and instituting regulations that ensure existing communication gaps are filled. Doing so will increase the safety of both hazmat trains and railside communities and prevent similar communication failures in the future. Further, by instituting common-sense labor and infrastructure improvements in the rail industry, particularly through enactment of the Railway Safety Act of 2023, lawmakers and regulators can prevent these kinds of derailments from occurring in the first place. Finally, officials can foster public trust by responding to the concerns and lived experiences of community members like East Palestine residents, thereby making them partners in risk assessment and research. These measures can ensure effective risk communications and mitigate ongoing environmental injustices.
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